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Fund highlights
UK equities had another volatile quarter as hopes of a Fed policy ‘pivot’
evaporated as core inflation remained stubbornly high; the Fed, BoE and ECB
all raised rates in Q3. The ongoing war in Ukraine (and the sabotage of the
Nord Stream pipelines ahead of the Northern Hemisphere winter) provided
further headwinds for risk assets. The FTSE All-Share posted a total return loss
of -3.4% in GBP.
On the macro front, the majority of UK data releases were downbeat –
consumer confidence fell to an all-time low in September as the ‘cost of living’
crisis continued to escalate. Inflation (CPI) hit 10.1% in July and August’s
reading was all but in double-digit territory again at 9.9%; core CPI rose to
6.3%. The BoE implemented two 50 bps hikes in Q3 and is expected to keep
tightening in Q4. Labour markets remain tight and unemployment is at its
lowest levels since the early 1970s.
Q3 2022 will probably be remembered for two things – the passing of Queen
Elizabeth, an internationally respected monarch, and the chaos unleashed on
Gilt markets by the new UK government. The end of September ‘fiscal event’
saw the unveiling of large, unfunded tax cuts for high earners, plus other
unfunded giveaways. More concerningly for markets, the announcement
appeared to be made with little or no consultation with HM Treasury and zero
oversight from the independent OBR. Gilt prices plummeted, sending the cost
of government debt soaring. At the end of the month, the BoE was forced to
intervene in Gilt markets – effectively restarting QE – amid concerns that some
defined benefit schemes (which utilise Gilts as ‘risk free’ collateral) were on the
brink of collapse. The chaos also saw the pound fall to its lowest-ever level
against the dollar, thus exacerbating inflationary pressure.

Fund review
In Q3 2022 we made a number of changes to the composition of the long and
short books within the Fund. These are detailed below.
In July, we closed our long in easyJet. Despite strong revenues, many airports
and service providers have struggled to cope with the ramp-up in demand,
resulting in higher costs for the airline operators and therefore weighing on
profitability. New positions in the long book included Whitbread and we
restarted a long in oil services firm Hunting. On the short side, we exited a
position in a specialist engineering company and started a new short in a
supplier of construction materials.
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Fund review (cont.)
In the long book, new positions in August included Coke bottler Coca-Cola HBC. The company’s half-year results showed that
demand remains healthy and consumers are still willing to spend; net sales were up 19.4% on an organic basis. Long-term
supply contracts and hedging means that the company has been able to mitigate inflationary pressure. The company is also well
positioned to capture structural growth opportunities in emerging markets like Egypt. In the short book, we started a position in
a designer and manufacturer of specialist motion and fluid control technologies. This is a cyclical business and the company’s
end markets could be about to become even more challenging. Europe is c.45% of group revenue with industrial automation
being the largest division and therefore slowing PMIs and the curtailment of gas supplies to Germany leaves earnings risk to the
downside. We also re-initiated a short in an online food delivery platform which has been cutting jobs in Europe due to
‘challenging market conditions’ and which faces the perfect storm of soaring food costs, rising wages for its delivery riders and
drivers, and weakening consumer demand (in what was already a brutally competitive sector) as the cost of living squeeze
begins to bite.
September was a relatively busy month; in the long book we exited our positions in Ferguson and Spectris. New long positions
included NatWest Group which is a beneficiary of monetary policy normalisation in the UK (specifically improving net interest
margins) and a useful hedge against our short in another retail bank – the latter is one of the names most exposed to the current
turmoil in mortgage markets through its ownership of Halifax. Towards the end of the month, Moody’s raised its credit ratings
on NatWest, reflecting improving profitability and the phased withdrawal from the Republic of Ireland.

New short positions included a manufacturer of building products. We also started a short in a maker of aero engines which is
trying to reposition itself as a provider of small modular nuclear reactors (SMRs). However, the company is heavily indebted
(clearly not a positive given what has just happened to ‘risk free’ government borrowing rates in the UK and its material debt
maturities after 2024). It also faces ongoing challenges from supply chain disruption and the persistence of inflation in supply
chains.
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charges.
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Performance contribution – Stock level
Jul-22
Positives:

Ashtead (long) +64bps

Online white goods retailer (short) +54bps

Compass (long) +41bps

Negatives:

S4 Capital (long) -27bps

Hotel operator (short) -24bps

Food retailer (short) -23bps

Positives:

Housebuilder (short/pair) + 53bps

Online ‘fast fashion retailer (short) +42bps

Darktrace (long) +38bps

Negatives:

JD Sports (long) -40bps

Taylor Wimpey (long/pair) -37bps

Renishaw (long) -28bps

Positives:

GB Group (long) +47bps

Pub operator (short) +26bps

Discount retailer (short) +25bps

Negatives:

Darktrace (long) -60bps

Intermediate Capital (long) -48bps

Future (long) -36bps

Aug-22

Sep-22

Outlook
UK equities remain very cheap by historic standards, with the MSCI UK trading on a one-year forward PE of just 8.6x – a large
discount to the MSCI World, which trades on well over 16x (as at the beginning of October). However, given the chaos seen in
UK government bond markets at the end of September, and the reality that consumers will now face materially higher borrowing
costs just at the time when the ‘cost of living’ crisis is beginning to bite, the valuation discount versus global equities is at least
partially justified.
The political environment is extremely febrile; the UK has just appointed its fourth chancellor in as many months and there has to
be a question as to whether the current government can survive in its current form given the avoidable damage it has inflicted on
the ‘real’ economy. The UK will now have to take a ‘whatever it takes’ approach to restore its fiscal credibility – which will most
likely include tax hikes and spending cuts – although that in itself is unlikely to bring any immediate relief to mortgage and
borrowing rates. These will provide a major headwind for the consumer sectors in Q4 2022 and into next year.
All in all, the backdrop and elevated level of uncertainty give us a lot of confidence that the remainder of the year will see some
excellent shorting opportunities in the UK. Even in a ‘normal’ year, Q4 tends to be the period in which unrealistic earnings
expectations unravel. There are growing risks of unexpected or unanticipated corporate-level disappointments as the macro
environment deteriorates and expensive ‘long duration’ growth stocks see their valuations challenged by materially higher ‘risk
free’ rates.
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Important information
Part of the Fund will invest in derivatives such as CFDs, futures and options for investment and efficient portfolio management only. There is
a risk that losses could be made on derivative positions or that the counterparties could fail to complete on transactions. CFDs are used to
obtain short exposures to certain underlying securities. Selling securities short runs the risk of losing an amount greater than the amount
invested. The Fund may invest in companies based in emerging markets, which may involve additional risks due to greater political,
economic, regulatory risks, among other factors.
The value of this portfolio is subject to fluctuation and past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The performance
is calculated for the portfolio and the actual individual investor performance will differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the
date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax. All terms exclude costs. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the
value of underlying investments to go up or down. Do remember that the value of participatory interests or the investment and the income
generated from them may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed, therefore, you may not get back the amount originally invested and
potentially risk total loss of capital. Therefore, the Manager does not provide any guarantee either with respect to the capital or the return of
a portfolio. The Manager has the right to close any Portfolios to new investors to manage them more efficiently in accordance with their
mandates. Collective Investment Schemes are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. Collective Investment
Schemes (CIS) are generally medium to long term investments. A schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available on
request free of charge from the Manager, the Investment Manager or at www.sanlam.co.uk. A full summary of investor rights can also be
found online at www.sanlam.com/ireland/Documents/SAMI%20Shareholder%20Engagement%20Policy.pdf. Documents are provided in
English.
This document is marketing material. Issued and approved by Sanlam Investments which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FRN 459237), having its registered office at 24 Monument Street, London, EC3R 8AJ. The UCITS Management
Company has the right to terminate the arrangements made for the marketing of funds in accordance with the UCITS Directive.
The Fund is a sub-fund of the MLC Global Multi Strategy UCITS Funds plc, a company incorporated with limited liability as an open-ended
umbrella investment company with variable capital and segregated liability between sub-funds under the laws of Ireland and authorised by
the Central Bank. The Fund is managed by Sanlam Asset Management (Ireland) Limited, Beech House, Beech Hill Road, Dublin 4, Ireland,
Tel + 353 1 205 3510, Fax + 353 1 205 3521 which is authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland, as a UCITS Management Company and
Alternative Investment Fund Manager, and is licensed as a Financial Service Provider in terms of Section 8 of the South African FAIS Act of
2002. Sanlam Asset Management is a registered business name of Sanlam Asset Management (Ireland) Limited. Sanlam Asset
Management (Ireland) has appointed Sanlam Investments UK Ltd as Investment Manager to this Fund.
This document is provided to give an indication of the investment and does not constitute an offer/invitation to sell or buy any securities in
any fund managed by us nor a solicitation to purchase securities in any company or investment product. It does not form part of any
contract for the sale or purchase of any investment. The information contained in this document is for guidance only and does not constitute
financial advice.
The fund price is calculated on a net asset value basis, which is the total value of all assets in the portfolio including any income and
expense accruals. Trail commission and incentives may be paid and are for the account of the manager. Performance figures quoted are
from Sanlam and are shown net of fees. Performance figures for periods longer than 12 months are annualized. NAV to NAV figures are
used. Calculations are based on a lump sum investment.
Please note that all Sanlam Funds carry some degree of risks which may have an adverse effect on the future value of your investment. Any
offering is made only pursuant to the relevant offering document, together with the current financial statements of the relevant fund, and the
relevant subscription/application forms, all of which must be read in their entirety together with the MLC Global Multi Strategy UCITS Funds
plc prospectus, the Fund supplement and the KIID. All these documents explain different types of specific risks associated with the
investment portfolio of each of our products and are available free of charge from the Manager or at www.sanlam.ie. No offer to purchase
securities will be made or accepted prior to receipt by the offeree of these documents, and the completion of all appropriate documentation.
Use or rely on this information at your own risk. Independent professional financial advice should always be sought before making an
investment decision as not all investments are suitable for all investors.
“Deemed authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The nature and extent of consumer protections may differ from
those for firms based in the UK. Details of the Temporary Permissions Regime, which allows EEA-based firms to operate in the UK for a
limited period while seeking full authorisation, are available on the Financial Conduct Authority’s website.” (Notes 1, 3 and 4)
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